ACTIVE AND CULTURAL HOLIDAYS FOR
INDIVIDUALS IN SLOVENIA 2016/17
7 nights / min 4 people

1st day: Arrival to Slovenia and hotel accommodation. Free time till dinner
or sight seeing tour in the town. Dinner in the hotel's restaurant and
possible evening program. Overnight.
2nd day: Breakfast and transfer to Planica, the well-known ski jumping
center. Visit the center and ski jumping museum. Next stop will be in Tamar,
the nature pearl in the Triglav national park. You will walk to Zelenci – the
Sava Dolinka spring and further to Jasna lake. In Vrata valley we will make a
stop with Peričnik fall.
The trip lasts for 5-6 hrs and incudes lunch box, transfers, guiding, visits with entrances. Guests need good
shoes for walking, sport clothes and a rucksack. Lunch.
Option ZIPLINE: 25 € per person.
Return to Kranj, free time till dinner in the hotel's restaurant. Overnight.
3rd day: Breakfast and transfer to Ljubljana, the capital city of Slovenia.
Ljubljana is the town with heart, pleasant atmosphere and relaxing soul. The
local guide will take you to the guiding tour so you will be able to see the
most important city sights: Three bridges, Chatedrale, City hall, old part of
the city, Shoemakers bridge, National Library, French Revolution square,
Congress square, Parliament. Lunch in a typical restaurant. In the afternoon
we recommend to visit the National Gallery, where all important Slovenian
paintings and sculptures are available to be seen. Some free time and dinner in a typical restaurant. Return
to the hotel and overnight.
4th day: Breakfast and transfer to Sava Dolinka river. The crew will prepare you for the rafting on the river.
The trip will last for aproximetely 4-5 hrs, incuding transfers, changing clothes, preparations and
instructions about safety, rafting..
The participants will receive the neopren clothes, helmet, safety jacket, paddle, shoes.
Your own equipment: swimming clothes / shorts, T-shirt, towel.

Lunch in a typical restaurant
Return to the hotel and free time. Dinner in the restaurant and overnight.
5th day: Breakfast and transfer to Bled, one of the most beautiful places
in the country. You will visit the castle with the splendid view to the lake
and neighbouring mountains. There is also the museum you can visit. In
the valley we will take the pletna boat to the island where the church with
the wish cometrue bell stands. Drive back to the bay and lunch in a
restaurant. Some free time in the afternoon for possible walk around the
lake. Return to the hotel and free till dinner.
6th day: Breakfast and transfer to Kranjska gora, the well-know ski resort. The guides will wait for you for
the unforgetable cycling around the alpine region. The tour will last for cca. 6 hours, including the transfer
to the region and back. You will get the all necessary equipment. Lunch in a restaurant / mounting hut.
Return to the hotel and free time till dinner. Overnight.
7th day: Brekfast and sight seeing tour to Kranj with the local guide. You will walk along the old part of the
city with the main atractions as Town hall with Rennesaince room, Pavšlar's house, Khislstein castle,
Prešeren's theatre, Layer's house, Plečnik's Arcades and Fountain. Nevertheless the Kokra canyon is a
must-see. Some free time for lunch. In the afternoon underground tunnel tour under the old town. In the
1300 metre-long tunnels, you can admire real stalactities and interesting cave animals. The most common
types are cave grasshoppers and the European cave spider. Dinner in the restaurant. Some free time and
overnight.
8th day: Breakfast and check-out.
Price: depends on the period of arrival, the size of the group, the chosen category of services.
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